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Question: 1
What is one of the key drivers of growing security threats in the market?
A. comprehensive security solutions
B. security solution fragmentation
C. increased demand for cybersecurity professionals
D. hardware with integrated security solution

Answer: B
Question: 2
What feature of the Catalyst 2960-L allows customers to get a small branch or office network running
within minutes?
A. support for Cisco DNA center
B. on-box web interface for configuration
C. flexible deployments with Stackwise-160
D. complete CLI support

Answer: B
Question: 3
What is one typical need of a small branch?
A. multiple network services integrated into a single device
B. comprehensive subscription-based services
C. multiple devices for optimal flexibility
D. ability for users to access the majority of resources at off-site data storage

Answer: A
Question: 4
What is one advantage of Umbrella branch package?
A. prevent already-infected devices from connecting to command and control
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B. prevent guest or corporate users from connecting to malicious domains and IP addresses
C. deploy the branch package on a Cisco ISR4K router in 4 easy steps
D. no client side configuration required

Answer: B
Question: 5
What is a key feature of the Meraki MV Dashboard?
A. drag and drop camera feeds to create video walls with up to 16 cameras per layout
B. bulk configuration changes and software updates
C. device security and location analytics in a single pane of glass
D. single pane of glass showing root cause analysis for all connected wireless clients

Answer: A
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